EURASIA DATA DISSEMINATION NETWORK (EDDN)

ONE FEED, ONE SOURCE

In partnership with NASDAQ OMX, Borsa İstanbul is dedicated to build a world-class capital markets hub for Eurasia Region and uprise as a financial center. Within this framework Borsa İstanbul has initiated EDDN Project, providing market data for regional markets through ONE connection, ONE subscription & ONE agreement, cutting your administrative costs, connection fees and saving your time on billing processes and legal formalities.

Strong technical infrastructure

- Depending on the market, different/various order book depth levels are supported.
- EDDN communication infrastructure is designed on redundancy basis.
- FIX protocol is supported for incoming market data interface where the conversion to Borsa İstanbul market data format is performed by Borsa İstanbul. Accordingly, data vendors need to perform only minor adaptations to disseminate EDDN Data.
- The FTP/SFTP Service dedicated to data vendors is available for specific market data / reference data as well.
- Detailed technical documentation about all data packages is available for data vendors.

Connection to Borsa İstanbul

- EDDN uses multicast network technology with additional retransmission service via TCP/IP protocol.
- Co-location service providing space, power, cooling, and physical security is offered to data vendors for their servers/equipment within our high-end data center.
- Borsa İstanbul provides 10/100/1000 Mbps ethernet connections through which data vendors connect to Borsa İstanbul’s key/router equipment carrying out data dissemination, and receive market data with low latency.
- A significant resource saving is achieved by using single data line to receive EDDN market data as well as Borsa İstanbul market data.

Three Easy Steps to be a part of this distinguished Network

1. Contact with the Borsa İstanbul Marketing & Sales Department
2. Examination of the existing IT infrastructure of the candidate Exchange (i.e., identification of the technical needs) and signing the agreement
3. Dissemination of market data to world via Borsa İstanbul

Contact:
Borsa İstanbul
Marketing and Sales Department Reşitpaşa Mah. Tuncay Artun Cad. Emirgan 34467 İstanbul

T: +90 212 298 21 00  F: +90 212 298 25 00
www.borsaistanbul.com

For any inquiries, please contact: vyk-marketing@borsaistanbul.com